Background: Net cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) flow through the cerebral aqueduct may serve as a marker of CSF production in the lateral ventricles, and changes that occur with aging and in disease. Purpose: To investigate the confounding influence of the respiratory cycle on net CSF flow and stroke volume measurements. Study Type: Cross-sectional study. Subjects: Twelve young, healthy subjects (seven male, age range 19-39 years, average age 28.3 years). Field Strength/Sequence: Phase contrast MRI (PC-MRI) measurements were performed at 7T, with and without respiratory gating on expiration and on inspiration. All measurements were repeated. Assessment: Net CSF flow and stroke volume in the aqueduct, over the cardiac cycle, was determined. Statistical Tests: Repeatability was determined using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and linear regression analysis between the repeated measurements. Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to compare the measurements during inspiration/expiration/no gating. Linear regression analysis was performed between the net CSF flow difference (inspiration minus expiration) and stroke volume. Results: Net CSF flow (average 6 standard deviation) was 0.64 6 0.32 mL/min (caudal) during expiration, 0.12 6 0.49 mL/min (cranial) during inspiration, and 0.31 6 0.18 mL/min (caudal) without respiratory gating. Respiratory gating did not affect stroke volume measurements (41 6 18, 42 6 19, 42 6 19 lL/cycle for expiration, no respiratory gating and inspiration, respectively). Repeatability was best during inspiration (ICC 5 0.88/0.56/-0.31 for gating on inspiration/expiration/no gating). A positive association was found between average stroke volume and net flow difference between inspiration and expiration (R 5 0.678/0.605, P 5 0.015/0.037 for the first/second repeated measurement). Data Conclusion: Measured net CSF flow is confounded by respiration effects. Therefore, net CSF flow measurements with PC-MRI cannot in isolation be directly linked to CSF production. This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited and is not used for commercial purposes.
C erebrospinal fluid (CSF) plays an important role in maintaining homeostasis and in the clearance system of the brain. 1, 2 With aging, CSF production and CSF flow decline, 3, 4 which may be due to age-related cognitive decline. 5, 6 Also, in normal pressure hydrocephalus CSF flow is altered. 7 Therefore, noninvasive measurements of CSF production in combination with advanced brain imaging may provide a useful tool to study the role of CSF changes in aging and disease. CSF net flow through the cerebral aqueduct (aqueduct of Sylvius) over the cardiac cycle can potentially serve as a measure for CSF production in the lateral ventricles by the choroid plexus, and can be measured using phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PC-MRI). [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] PC-MRI can be acquired in 2 minutes of imaging time 4, 11 ; hence, the resulting CSF flow waveform is the average of many cardiac cycles. PC-MRI measurements of net CSF flow over the cardiac cycle rely on the assumption that relatively large CSF displacements due to the respiratory cycle [13] [14] [15] [16] average out over the acquisition time of the measurements. 10 Although this seems a reasonable assumption, given the relatively long acquisition time compared to the duration of the respiratory cycle, respiration may be a stronger confounder in the PC-MRI measurements of net CSF flow than expected. In fact, reversed net CSF flow (in cranial direction) has also incidentally been observed in healthy subjects in several studies. 17, 18 Possibly incomplete averaging of respiratory effects contributed to these cases of reversed net CSF flow.
The main goals of this work were to determine the net CSF flow over the cardiac cycle through the cerebral aqueduct, and to investigate whether the net CSF flow measurements are confounded by respiratory-induced CSF motion. We hypothesized that the incidentally observed reversed net CSF flows may be due to respiratory effects. Our secondary goals were, first, to determine the repeatability of the measurements and, second, to compare CSF stroke volume (cardiac-induced pulsatility) with the size of the confounding effect from respiration (as a measure for respiration-induced CSF pulsatility).
Materials and Methods

Experimental Design
Twelve young, healthy volunteers (seven male, age range 19-39 years, average age 28.3 years) participated in this study. Informed consent was given in accordance to the Institutional Review Board of the University Medical Center Utrecht (Utrecht, The Netherlands). To achieve high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and good spatial resolution, which minimizes partial volume, the measurements were performed at 7T MRI (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) using a volume transmit coil and a 32-channel receive coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA). Physiology was recorded using vendor-supplied equipment: the peripheral pulse unit (PPU) was used for cardiac gating, and the respiratory belt was used for respiratory gating. Since the circadian rhythm has been reported to influence net CSF flow, 18 all measurements were conducted between 8:00 and 10:00 AM. PC-MRI measurements were performed in the cerebral aqueduct with encoding velocity (v Fig. 1A ,B. The volunteers were instructed to perform calm abdominal breathing. The PC-MRI measurements were performed for two different forms of respiratory gating: 1) respiratory gating on expiration and 2) respiratory gating on inspiration, resulting in image acquisition only during expiration or inspiration. Respiratory gating on expiration was available in the vendor-supplied scanner software; this was extended to also allow for gating on inspiration. This was compared with no respiratory gating, which can be regarded as the current common practice. Each protocol was repeated (without repositioning of the subject) to allow assessment of repeatability of the potential effect of respiration: apart from differences in the respiratory and cardiac traces, there were no variations between the scans. Scan time per scan varied between 1:28-1:52 minutes without respiratory gating, and between 4:26-5:38 minutes with respiratory gating, depending on the heart rate of the volunteer.
Data Processing
Background correction was performed with a method previously developed for blood flow velocity quantification in small perforating arteries, 19 in addition to the background velocity correction provided by the vendor. Mean background phase was determined by applying a median filter (kernel size 15 3 15 mm 2 ) to the mean of all phase images over the cardiac cycle. This mean background phase was then subtracted from all phase images over the cardiac cycle.
Thereafter a region-of-interest (ROI) of the brain stem was drawn manually on the magnitude image of each scan (Fig. 1C) to facilitate automatic detection of the aqueduct area. Phase unwrapping was performed within this ROI using Goldstein's method, 20 in all scans that showed phase wrapping at any timepoint in the cardiac cycle.
Subsequently, the cerebral aqueduct was automatically determined within the brainstem ROI, by selecting the voxels with significant signal intensity relative to the background, using the magnitude images. The aqueduct mask was determined in two steps. First, the mean background magnitude was obtained by median filtering the mean magnitude image (kernel size 15 3 15 mm 2 ). Second, the standard deviation (SD) of the real and imaginary parts of the signal over the cardiac cycle was determined pixel-by-pixel. The root-mean-square of the real and imaginary SD was median filtered (kernel size 15 3 15 mm 2 ) and used as a map of the noise background. The background signal was assumed to be stable over the cardiac cycle; therefore, signal variation over the cardiac cycle was regarded as noise. One aqueduct mask was determined for all phases over the cardiac cycle, assuming that the diameter variation was well below the image resolution. The aqueduct mask was defined as all voxels with a signal intensity significantly above the background magnitude, and were automatically determined using the estimated background noise map and significance level P < 0.01. 19 An example of the resulting aqueduct mask is shown in Fig. 1D . Finally, the average velocity curve of the aqueduct ROI was determined. The net velocity over the cardiac cycle was determined by integrating the average CSF velocity curve over the cardiac cycle. To obtain the net CSF flow over the cardiac cycle the net velocity was multiplied by the aqueduct area. By convention in this article, positive flows are in the cranial direction, negative flows are in the caudal direction. To assess the net flow profiles in the aqueduct, for all subjects the net velocity per voxel was plotted. Furthermore, stroke volumes were determined by averaging the (absolute) systolic (caudal) and diastolic (cranial) flow volumes through the aqueduct over the cardiac cycle, for each measurement.
Statistical Analysis
As a measure for the repeatability of the net CSF flow and stroke volume measurements, the difference and absolute difference in net CSF flow between the repeated measurements were determined for each subject. Also, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was determined, and linear regression analysis between the first (independent variable) and second (dependent variable) was performed.
To visually compare the CSF flow for the different respiratory conditions, the mean normalized CSF flow curves were plotted for each respiratory condition. First, the CSF flow curves were interpolated to 100 timepoints (0-100% of the cardiac cycle). Subsequently, all flow curves were normalized relative to the absolute maximal observed flow in any of the six measurements (three respiratory conditions, each repeated), and the average flow curve for each respiratory condition was determined. Finally, the mean 6 standard error of the mean (SEM) flow curve of all volunteers were determined for each respiratory condition.
To compare the different respiratory conditions, boxplots were made for the average measured net CSF flow per subject during inspiration gating, expiration gating, and without respiratory gating. Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to compare the net CSF flows and stroke volumes during inspiration gating, expiration gating, and without respiratory gating, for the first and the second measurements separately. A significance level of P < 0.05 was used, and Bonferroni correction was applied for the pairwise comparisons (three tests).
To explore the relation between CSF pulsatility (stroke volume) and the influence of respiration phase on net CSF flow, linear regression analyses were performed between the net CSF flow difference for inspiration minus expiration (dependent variable) and the average stroke volume of inspiration and expiration (independent variable), for the first and second measurements separately. A significance level of P < 0.05 was used.
Data processing was performed with MatLab (v. 2017A, MathWorks, Natick, MA). Statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS (v. 24, Armonk, NY).
Results
Scans were successfully completed in all volunteers. In 10 scans, of three subjects, phase unwrapping was performed. The size of the automatically acquired aqueduct ROIs varied between 1.3-5.8 mm . No difference in background correction was found between gating on inspiration, expiration, or no respiratory gating (data not shown). The maximum CSF velocities varied between 3.4-16.7, 2.8-13.0, 3.1-15.7 cm/ s, during inspiration gating, expiration gating, and without respiratory gating, respectively. No (inverse) correlation was found between the aqueduct area and the maximum CSF velocity. No correlation was found between the cardiac frequency and the net CSF flow or between the cardiac frequency and the stroke volume. Between the various CSF flow scans, the cardiac frequency ranged between 97 and 105% of the average cardiac frequency for each subject (percentages averaged over all volunteers, min/max observed difference was 95% and 109%). The respiratory frequencies ranged between 0.16-0.32 Hz. Figure 2 shows the mean 6 SEM normalized CSF flow in the aqueduct over the cardiac cycle during expiration gating, inspiration gating, and without respiratory gating in all volunteers and for both repeated measurements. The CSF flow curve for the inspiration gated measurements lies consistently above the curve for expiration gated measurements, and the curve for no respiratory gating lies in between the curves for inspiration and expiration. Individual CSF flow curves during inspiration and expiration gating for the first measurement show generally the same pattern, and are shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 4A shows the average net CSF flow per subject during inspiration gating, expiration gating, without respiratory gating. During expiration the largest caudal net CSF flows were found; during inspiration the largest cranial net CSF flows were found. The net CSF flows measured without respiratory gating are in between the net CSF flows measured during expiration and inspiration. Figure 4B shows the average net CSF flow during the different respiratory conditions per subject. In 9 out of 12 subjects, during expiration the most caudal (negative) net flow was found, and during inspiration net flow was cranial (positive) or considerably smaller compared with expiration. For two subjects, similar caudal net CSF flows were found during expiration and inspiration. One subject showed a somewhat reversed effect, with caudal net flow during inspiration (0.35 mL/min and 0.18 mL/min for the repeated measurements, respectively) and inconsistent net flow during expiration (0.04 mL/min in the caudal direction, and 0.15 mL/min in the cranial direction for the repeated measurements, respectively).
CSF Flow and Stroke Volume Relative to the Respiratory Phase
The repeated measures ANOVA showed that overall significantly different net CSF flows were measured between the respiratory conditions (tests of within-subject effects): the resulting P-values were 0.001 (F(2,11) 5 9.31) and 0.001 (F(2,11) 5 10.07) for the first and second measurement, respectively. The pairwise comparisons showed that the difference in net CSF flow between expiration and inspiration is very similar between the repeated measurements. The resulting mean differences and the corresponding P-values for the pairwise comparisons are summarized in Table 1 . For the stroke volumes no (significant) differences were found between the respiratory conditions: the resulting P-values were 0.122 (F(2,11) 5 1.52) and 0.23 (F(2,11) 5 3.29) for the first and second measurement, respectively.
The net CSF flow for all aqueduct voxels during expiration gating, inspiration gating, and without respiratory gating for all subjects, for the first measurement, is shown in Fig. 5 . Large intersubject variation can be observed between the net CSF flow profiles over the aqueduct. The FIGURE 2: Average normalized CSF velocity in the aqueduct over the cardiac cycle, averaged over both repeated measurements and all subjects, during expiration (blue), inspiration (orange), and no gating (yellow). The CSF flow curves were interpolated (using cubic interpolation with the MatLab function interp1) to 100 timepoints (0-100% of the cardiac cycle). As triggering was performed using a peripheral pulse oximeter, the cardiac cycle starts around peak-systole. The cardiac cycle duration varied between 857-1090 msec. The line represents the average CSF velocity, the transparent band represents the SEM. The normalization was performed per subject, by dividing by the maximum absolute velocity of any of the six measurements (three respiratory conditions, each measured twice).
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subject-specific patterns were consistent between the various breathing gating schemes, but generally more cranial flow was observed during inspiration gating compared to expiration gating or no gating. Very similar net flow patterns were found during the second measurement (data not shown). Figure 4C shows the individual net CSF flows for each subject, for the repeated measurements. For the measurements without respiratory gating the largest within-subject variation can be observed, compared with the respiratory gated measurements. The repeatability results for the net CSF flows and stroke volumes for expiration gating, without respiratory gating, and inspiration gating are summarized in Table 2 . The mean net CSF flow was negative (caudal) during expiration gating and without respiratory gating, and positive (cranial) during inspiration gating, for both measurements. The difference and absolute difference between the repeated measurements is larger without respiratory gating compared with the inspiration and expiration gated measurements. Also, the SD of the difference between the repeated measurements is largest without respiratory gating. During inspiration gating the SD of the difference between FIGURE 3: Individual CSF flow profiles during inspiration (orange) and expiration (blue) for all subjects, for the first measurement. Positive CSF flow is in cranial direction, negative CSF flow is in caudal direction. For most subjects, the CSF flow profile during inspiration is above the CSF flow profile during expiration. Subject 3 showed cranial net flow during expiration, and caudal flow during inspiration. Subjects 11 and 12 showed similar flows during inspiration and expiration.
Repeatability of Net CSF Flow and Stroke Volume Measurements
Spijkerman et al.: Net CSF Flow Confounded by Respiration
Month 2018the repeated measurements is smallest, and the ICC is largest. Without respiratory gating ICC is negative. Regression analysis resulted in significant correlations between the first and second measurement for inspiration and expiration gating, as shown in Fig. 6A -C. For the inspiration gated measurements, the regression line was approximately M2 5 M1, indicating good repeatability.
For all respiratory conditions and both measurements, similar stroke volumes were measured. The difference and absolute difference in stroke volume between the repeated measurements were close to zero, the ICCs were high (minimally 0.98). Regression analysis resulted in significant correlations between the first and second measurement, as shown in Fig. 6D-F . For all respiratory conditions the regression line was approximately M2 5 M1. The stroke volumes were highly repeatable, regardless of the type of respiratory gating.
Net CSF Flow Difference Relative to CSF Stroke Volume Overall, smaller net CSF flow differences between inspiration and expiration gating were observed for the subjects who showed less pulsatile (flatter) CSF flow curves (Fig. 3) ; this can also be observed from the smaller difference between the CSF flow profiles during the inspiration and expiration gated measurements. Linear regression analysis confirmed this correlation between net CSF flow difference (inspiration gated minus expiration gated) (dependent variable) and stroke volume (average stroke volume of inspiration and expiration) (independent variable), as illustrated in Fig. 7 : for both measurements significant, positive associations were found.
Discussion
This work investigated whether net CSF flow measurements with PC-MRI are confounded by respiratory-induced CSF motion, by performing PC-MRI measurements with various respiration conditions, using respiratory gating. The results confirmed that net CSF flow measurements are confounded by respiration: consistent caudal net CSF flow was found during expiration, while on average cranially directed net CSF flow was found during inspiration. Stroke volumes were not affected by respiratory gating. The repeatability of Net CSF flow differences (mean 6 SEM). Between the respiratory gating conditions and the corresponding P-values, for the pairwise comparisons of the repeated measures ANOVA, for the first and the repeated net CSF flow measurements during expiration gating, inspiration gating, and without respiratory gating. Significant P-values are represented by the asterisk symbol. Repeatability of net CSF flow and CSF stroke volume (mean 6 standard deviation (SD)). During expiration, inspiration, and no gating, showing the results for the first and second measurement, the average of the first and second measurement, and the difference (mean 6 SD) and absolute difference (mean (range)) between the first and second measurement, and the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) between both measurements. the net CSF flow measurements was best during inspiration. A significant, positive association was found between CSF stroke volume and net CSF flow difference between inspiration and expiration gated measurements. During the measurements without respiratory gating two outliers were found in the repeated measurements of two different subjects with relatively large cranially directed net CSF flow.
The observed change in net CSF flow during inspiration compared with expiration is in line with the altered CSF dynamics measured using real-time PC-MRI measurements, as shown in the literature. Klose et al 15 qualitatively investigated CSF flow dynamics over the cardiac and respiratory cycle, and showed increased cranial flow and decreased caudal flow during inspiration, and the reversed FIGURE 6: Linear regression analysis between the first (independent variable) and second (dependent variable) measurements for net CSF flow (A-C) and stroke volume (D-F), for gating on expiration, no respiratory gating, and gating on inspiration. For net CSF flow, only gating on inspiration showed very good repeatability, as the regression line was very close to M2 5 M1; a fair correlation between both measurements was seen for gating on expiration, and no significant correlation was found between both measurements without respiratory gating. For stroke volume, repeatability was good for all respiratory conditions, with regression lines approximating M2 5 M1.
FIGURE 7: Regression analysis between the net CSF flow difference for inspiration minus expiration, and the average stroke volume for expiration and inspiration, for measurement 1 (A) and measurement 2 (B). Significant, positive associations were found for both measurements. blood and CSF flows using signal intensity changes, and found that arterial blood flow is influenced mostly by the cardiac cycle, while venous blood flow is influenced mostly by the respiratory cycle. CSF appeared to act as a buffer between the arterial and venous blood compartments. Real-time PC-MRI measurements could potentially be used to determine net CSF flow through the aqueduct, which is usually performed using PC-MRI, as in this work. , making this technique more prone to partial volume. PC-MRI, on the other hand, offers much better spatial resolution, but low temporal resolution. Furthermore, it is important to evaluate if net CSF flow over one cardiac cycle, which can be acquired with real-time PC-MRI measurements, is representative for the net CSF flow over a longer period of time.
The average net CSF flow acquired without respiratory gating in this work (0.31 6 0.18 mL/min) is in line with values found in the literature, ranging between 0.26-0.74 mL/min. 8, [10] [11] [12] [25] [26] [27] In these studies spatial resolutions varied between 0.39 3 0.39 3 6 mm 3 and 0.9 3 0.9 3 6 mm 3
, scanning was performed at 1.5T or 3T, and 16 or 32 frames per cardiac cycle were acquired. Our net CSF flow values are on the lower end of this range, which was partially caused by the two outliers showing net cranial flow when no respiratory gating was used (excluding these two subjects would result in an average net CSF flow of 0.35 6 0.16 mL/min). Furthermore, our spatial resolution was relatively high (0.45 3 0.45 3 3 mm   3 ), especially regarding slice thickness, reducing partial volume in the aqueduct ROI and thereby resulting in smaller overestimation of net CSF flow. Also, the relatively small slice thickness, short TR, and low flip angle used in this work limited the possible bias in the acquired CSF velocities induced by RF saturation. 28 Finally, a relatively high temporal resolution and SNR were achieved (scanning was performed at 7T, and 36-45 frames per cardiac cycle were acquired, with a temporal resolution of 48 msec), resulting in a relatively high accuracy of the estimated net CSF flow, which is small relative to the stroke volumes. The stroke volumes found in this work (41 6 18, 42 6 19, and 42 6 19 lL/cycle for gating on expiration, gating on inspiration, and no respiratory gating, respectively) are in line with values found in the literature, ranging between 30-50 lL/cycle. 4, 29, 30 Net CSF flow measurements are influenced by the respiratory cycle. In this work, for two different subjects cranial net CSF flow was found when no respiratory gating was applied, which is likely due to a difference in the (changeable) respiration between these measurements. Also, in previous exploratory work 17 and in the literature 18 such outliers were found, with cranial net CSF flow in healthy subjects when no respiratory gating was performed. It is perhaps illustrative that the results without respiratory gating were significantly different from the inspiration gated (but not expiration gated) results in the first measurement, while this was the opposite in the second measurement (Table 1) . This suggests that, when no respiratory gating is performed, net CSF flow may be closer to either inspiration or expiration, and respiration effects may not average out over the acquisition. These results violate the general assumption that all respiratory variation averages out over the acquisition time of net CSF flow measurements. 10 Also, Yildiz et al 24 concluded that respiration effects average out in conventional PC-MRI, based on phantom measurements. However, Yildiz et al analyzed only the flow curve shape, but did not show the net flow. From figure 3 in the work by Yildiz et al, a slight shift between the velocity curves can be observed. Estimating the net flows from this figure using an online tool to digitize the plot 31 yields a net flow difference between the PC-MRI measurements with and without respiration effects of 0.4 ml/min, which is comparable to the total net CSF flows in our in vivo measurements (data not shown). We found that stroke volume was not affected by respiration, implying that the respiratory phase determines the offset of the CSF flow curve over the cardiac cycle, but does not alter the flow curve shape. The large influence of respiration on net CSF flow measurements may be explained by changes in thoracic pressure over the respiratory cycle.
During inspiration a drop in thoracic pressure occurs, resulting in increased outflow of venous blood from the head. During expiration the opposite happens: thoracic pressure increases, resulting in reduced outflow of venous blood from the head. 21 According to the Monro-Kellie hypothesis, 32 these changes in intracranial blood volume must be compensated by changes in CSF volume. Between the CSF stroke volume and the net CSF flow difference between inspiration and expiration a significant correlation was found. Thus, in subjects with larger CSF flow pulsatility over the cardiac cycle, also larger respiratoryinduced CSF flow variation was found. This suggests that either respiration or the cardiac cycle can be used as a noninvasive driver to assess the cerebrovascular compliance: both stroke volume and net CSF flow difference between inspiration and expiration reflect changes in intracranial blood volume variation over the cardiac and respiratory cycles. Interindividual differences in CSF dynamics in the aqueduct may either reflect differences in (intracranial) blood volume pulsation, or differences in the relative contributions of the ventricles and subarachnoidal space to accommodate blood volume pulsations. Following the MonroKellie hypothesis, CSF flow from either the ventricles (via the aqueduct) or the subarachnoidal space (via the spinal canal) can compensate for this blood volume variation. Bal edent et al 33 showed that stroke volumes through the aqueduct are only 10% of the stroke volumes through the spinal canal, without correlation between these two stroke volumes. Therefore, spinal CSF measurements should be included for studying the cerebrovascular compliance. Repeatability of the net flow measurements in this work is best for inspiration, followed by expiration. When no respiratory gating was performed the ICC was negative. Removing the two outliers (with cranial net CSF flow) would result in an ICC of 0.24. The low repeatability when no respiratory gating was performed is probably due to the influence of the respiratory cycle. Wåhlin et al 27 also investigated the repeatability of net CSF flow measurements without respiratory gating, and found low ICC. They suggested that this was caused by the relatively small aqueductal CSF flow with respect to the pulsatile CSF flow rates, and imperfect background correction. However, since no respiratory gating was performed, also respiratory effects may have contributed to this low ICC. During inspiration we observed the highest intersubject variation. Relatively large intersubject differences can also be observed in the net CSF flow profiles in the aqueduct, for all respiratory conditions. The hydrodynamic theory by Greitz at al 30, 34 states that stiffening of extracranial arterial vessel walls leads to larger expansion of intracerebral vessels over the cardiac cycle, thereby increasing CSF pulsatility. Furthermore, it has been shown that CSF pulsatility increases with age. 35 Possibly respiration-induced CSF pulsatility also varies between subjects, similar to cardiacinduced CSF pulsatility. Small variations can be observed between the aqueduct ROIs during inspiration gating, expiration gating, and without respiratory gating. These small variations of the aqueduct area had only a minor (nonsignificant) impact on the acquired net CSF flow, as the velocities at the edges are very low (data not shown). This may be (partly) due to motion between the different scans. Also, variations in background noise between the scans may play a role, since the ROIs are selected by including all voxels with a signal intensity significantly higher than the noise floor.
During the respiration gated measurements a few outliers were observed. In one subject (Subject 3) cranial net flow was found during expiration, and caudal flow was found during inspiration. The recorded physiology (cardiac and respiration) did not show striking irregularities. In this subject an irregular shape of the aqueduct was observed, leading to local minor stenosis. The radiologist rated this as normal anatomical variation, but this may have led to nonlaminar flow and, thus, to errors in the PC-MRI measurements. Furthermore, in two subjects similar (caudal) net CSF flows were observed during expiration and inspiration. In neither of these subjects were irregularities found in the anatomy or recorded physiology. It is uncertain to what extent these subjects indeed have less variability with respiration or whether unidentified measurement errors played a role.
There is currently a debate whether CSF is produced by the choroid plexus alone, but the main consensus is that CSF is produced mainly by the choroid plexus. 2, [36] [37] [38] This work shows that net CSF flow measurements with PC-MRI are not necessarily suitable as a marker for CSF production in the lateral ventricles, because of the considerable confounding influence of the respiratory cycle on these measurements. Cranially directed net CSF flows have been found in communicating hydrocephalus by Hladky et al. 37 However, Schroth and Klose 39 observed net caudal CSF flow over one cardiac cycle using real-time MRI measurements in normal pressure hydrocephalus patients, although the CSF pulsation was found to be of higher amplitude. Also, Gideon et al 40 found mostly caudal net CSF flows in normal-pressure hydrocephalus patients. It could be that the reported reversed (cranial) net CSF flows, acquired with PC-MRI, were affected by altered CSF dynamics with respect to the respiratory cycle. Our results indicate that the effect size of respiration on net CSF flow measurements is sufficiently large to find reversed (cranial) net CSF flow over the cardiac cycle (Fig. 4) . When respiration is taken into account, net CSF flow measurements may offer an interesting quantitative measure for CSF dynamics, and may be used to study differences between the healthy and diseased brain.
The major limitation of this work is the limited number of subjects, which makes it difficult to interpret the outliers in the measurements without respiratory gating. Also, no clinical patients were included. Therefore, it remains unknown if respiration also confounds net CSF flow measurements in diseased populations. If an MRI method for net CSF flows could be developed without confounding effects from respiration, it should be developed for field strengths widely available in the clinic (1.5T or 3T), as 7T MRI is still not widely available.
Furthermore, since only aqueductal CSF flow was measured, it was not possible to identify whether interindividual differences in aqueductal CSF flow dynamics reflect differences in (intracranial) blood volume pulsation, or differences in the relative contributions of the ventricles and subarachnoidal space to compensate for blood volume pulsations. Therefore, in future work spinal measurements should be performed together with aqueductal CSF flow measurements.
Finally, no respiratory scheme was enforced. Therefore, a relatively large variation in respiratory patterns occurred, with deeper or more shallow breaths and faster or slower breaths, as compared with a fixed respiratory scheme, as used in the literature. 13, 21 Regularizing the breathing patterns by providing the subjects with a paced breathing cue may improve the consistency of the net CSF flow measurements and, thus, the confounding effects of respiration. This has to be evaluated in the future, and its performance may still be variable between different subjects and between patient groups. In conclusion, net CSF flow through the cerebral aqueduct was increased during expiration, and reversed (in cranial direction) during inspiration. When no respiratory gating was used, mostly caudal net CSF flow was found, except for two outliers. Repeatability was best for respiratory gating on inspiration, followed by gating on expiration. CSF stroke volume was not affected by respiration. A positive, significant association was found between stroke volume and net flow difference between inspiration and expiration. Since the measured net CSF flows are considerably confounded by the respiratory cycle, care should be taken in linking measured net CSF flows to CSF production.
